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Abstract We present new experimental data on the dependence of the Morin transition temperature (TM)
on hydrostatic pressure up to 1.61 GPa, obtained on a well-characterized multidomain hematite-bearing
sample from a banded iron formation. We used a nonmagnetic high-pressure cell for pressure application
and a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device magnetometer to measure the isothermal remanent
magnetization (IRM) under pressure on warming from 243 K to room temperature (T0). IRM imparted at T0
under pressure in 270mT magnetic ﬁeld (IRM270mT) is not recovered after a cooling-warming cycle. Memory
effect under pressure was quantiﬁed as IRM recovery decrease of 10%/GPa. TM, determined on warming,
reaches T0 under hydrostatic pressure 1.38–1.61 GPa. The pressure dependence of TM up to 1.61 GPa is
positive and essentially linear with a slope dTM/dP= (25 ± 2) K/GPa. This estimate is more precise than
previous ones and allows quantifying the effect of a pressure wave on the upper crust magnetization, with
special emphasis on Mars.
1. Introduction
Hematite (αFe2O3) is a common mineral in paleomagnetic and rock magnetic studies. It is abundant in both
igneous and sedimentary terrestrial rocks [Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997] and may carry large crustal magnetiza-
tion on Earth [McEnroe et al., 2004; Ouabego et al., 2013]. This mineral is also stable in the Martian surface
conditions [Bandﬁeld, 2002; Chevrier et al., 2004; Wiens et al., 2015], and it has been proposed as a candidate
magnetic mineral for the Martian magnetic anomalies [Dunlop and Kletetschka, 2001]. However, Martian
meteorites point more toward sulﬁde or spinel oxide [Rochette et al., 2005; Gattacceca et al., 2014], although
the occurrence of hematite is also reported [McCubbin et al., 2009].
Hematite is essentially antiferromagnetic with a superimposed weak ferromagnetism at room pressure and
temperature. Hematite is characterized by the so-called Morin transition [Morin, 1950]. This is a ﬁrst-order
magnetic phase transition (temperature-driven spin-ﬂop) from a weakly ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic
state, which occurs on cooling below TM~250 K [Morin, 1950; Bowles et al., 2010]. The transition occurs on
warming above TM, although there is a thermal hysteresis and TM temperatures on cooling and on warming
may be different [Özdemir et al., 2008].
The Morin transition was shown to be sensitive to the effects of grain size [Özdemir et al., 2008], impurities
[Morin, 1950; Besser and Morrish, 1964], grinding, and shocks [Williamson et al., 1986] as well as static
pressures (see Table S1 in the supporting information for references). Pressure dependence of Morin
transition has been previously investigated theoretically [Searle, 1967; Allen, 1973] as well as through a wide
range of experimental techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance experiments [Wayne and Anderson,
1967], neutron scattering [Umebayashi et al., 1966; Worlton et al., 1967; Goncharenko et al., 1995; Parise et al.,
2006; Klotz et al., 2013], Mössbauer studies [Vaughan and Drickamer, 1967; Bruzzone and Ingalls, 1983], and static
magnetic measurements [Kawai and Ono, 1966]. It was established that TM increases with increasing pressure
(Table S1), contrary to the Verwey transition temperature of magnetite that decreases with increasing hydro-
static pressure with a rate of the order of 3 K/GPa [Coe et al., 2012; Sato et al., 2012].
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Different estimates of pressure sensitivity of TM (dTM/dP) are summarized in Table S1. As follows from Table S1,
previous experimental studies were limited to either low-pressure range [Kawai and Ono, 1966; Umebayashi
et al., 1966; Wayne and Anderson, 1967], nonhydrostatic conditions [Parise et al., 2006; Goncharenko et al.,
1995], or indirect (i.e., nonmagnetic) measurements [Worlton et al., 1967; Klotz et al., 2013]. Moreover, there
is still no consensus in literature (Table S1) about the pressure at which the Morin transition reaches room
temperature (T0). Indeed, Searle [1967] and Parise et al. [2006] predicted the Morin transition to reach T0
at about 1.5GPa and 10GPa, respectively; Vaughan and Drickamer [1967] claimed to have observed a
pressure-induced Morin transition at T0 under 3GPa, whereas Worlton and Decker [1968] showed that at T0
the Morin point does not vary with pressure above 2.5GPa. Klotz et al. [2013] reported that the TM reaches
T0 at about 1.5–1.7GPa and moves beyond T0 at higher pressures [see Klotz et al., 2013, Figure 3 wherein].
It was previously reported that the behavior of hematite under high pressure is markedly different in different
pressure media [Parise et al., 2006; Klotz et al., 2013]. Klotz et al. [2013] argue that the conclusions drawn from
nonhydrostatic measurements of the Morin transition under pressure are most likely unreliable. Pressure
sensitivity of TM reported in Table S1 varies between 10 and 100 K/GPa, a range unlikely to represent real
variability rather than poor deﬁnition of the experimental parameters. In addition, hydrostatic experiments
may represent a better analog for natural in situ conditions [Demory et al., 2013]. It is known that lithostatic
pressure at 50 km depth is about 1.5 GPa on Earth. On the other hand, Mars shows a pressure gradient of
1.5 GPa per 100 km, and the Martian crustal magnetization may be carried on a thick section of the crust
up to 50 km [Langlais et al., 2004]. Thus, the most relevant hydrostatic pressure range for terrestrial and
Martian crustal conditions is limited to 1.5 GPa. However, previous authors have not investigated this
pressure range in details. Indeed, Klotz et al. [2013] and Worlton et al. [1967] provide for this pressure range
only two and three data points of TM versus pressure, respectively.
Moreover, in spite of previous efforts, direct magnetic measurements of TM pressure dependence performed
on hematite-bearing rocks under hydrostatic conditions up to 1.5 GPa are still lacking. Such work may have
implications for further modeling of crustal magnetic anomalies. On the other hand, if we consider the
average temperature gradients on Earth and Mars (20 K/km and 6–10 K/km, respectively [Hoffman, 2001;
Clifford et al., 2010]), standard dT/dP on Earth and Mars crustal depth proﬁle are 700–1000 K/GPa and
400–700 K/GPa, respectively. This implies that under normal conditions, the pressure dependence of TM
has only a second-order effect on the magnetic state of hematite versus depth. Only temporary pressure
increases due to shock waves can lead to an interesting situation that will be discussed forward later for
the Martian case, where surface temperatures vary from <200 K to ~285 K [Martinez et al., 2014] and the
average equatorial surface temperature is about 220 K [Hoffman, 2001].
We present here new magnetic data on the hydrostatic pressure dependence of the Morin transition up to
1.61GPa obtained on a well-characterized multidomain (MD) hematite-bearing rock sample from banded iron
formation, which is possibly responsible for the largest large-scale magnetic anomaly on Earth [Demory et al.,
2013; Ouabego et al., 2013]. We used a nonmagnetic high-pressure cell of piston-cylinder type for hydrostatic
pressure application and a Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometer for remanent
magnetization measurements under pressure in the course of zero-ﬁeld warming of the cell with sample from
243K to T0. Thus, we report here the Morin transition temperature TM under pressure determined on warming.
2. Samples and Measuring Techniques
2.1. Description of Samples
We selected a MD hematite-bearing sample from a banded iron formation sampled from Centrafrican Republic,
previously characterized by Ouabego et al. [2013] and Demory et al. [2013] (sample ID: BG8603). Pure hematite
was conﬁrmed by a large Morin transition and typical hysteresis properties, using a Princeton Micromag
vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM). Morin temperature was determined to be 255 K, based on cycling
in a 0.2 T ﬁeld. The sample has the following hysteresis parameters: coercivity Bc = 21.9mT, coercivity of rema-
nence Bcr = 28.5mT, saturation isothermal remanent magnetization Mrs = 55mAm
2/kg and saturation magne-
tization Ms = 109mAm
2/kg [Ouabego et al., 2013].
Isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) acquisition curves up to 1 T, acquired in three perpendicular direc-
tions at ambient pressure and temperature (Figure S3b), conﬁrmed that IRM270mT (see below) may be
Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2015GL066306
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considered as a reasonable analog for
SIRM (saturation IRM). Indeed, IRM270mT
represents 96–98% of SIRM (Figure S3b).
2.2. Experimental Protocol
and Measurements
All processes and measurements des-
cribed below were carried out at CEREGE
(Aix-en-Provence, France).
The sample was pressurized using a
nonmagnetic high-pressure clamp cell
of piston-cylinder type allowing direct
measurement in a SQUID magneto-
meter. This cell presents several mod-
iﬁcations with regard to the cell
described by Sadykov et al. [2008]. First,
this new cell was entirely made of
“Russian alloy” (Ni57Cr40Al3) as the cell
described by Sadykov et al. [2009].
Second, its inner diameter is 7mm, and
the maximum calibrated pressure is
2.0 GPa. The actual pressure at room
temperature is about 10% less than the pressure estimated from the known external load [Sadykov
et al., 2008] (additionally, for the temperature range below room temperature, pressure values presented
in Figures 2, 3 and S2 were corrected for ΔP, calculated according to equation (1) below, see section 3.2).
We used the following protocol for all measurements of magnetic remanence under pressure from 243 K
to room temperature. The sample was placed into a teﬂon capsule, ﬁlled with inert polyethylsiloxane
(PES-1) liquid and locked with a teﬂon plug. PES-1 allows converting the uniaxial pressure on the pistons
into a pure hydrostatic pressure [Kirichenko et al., 2005]. After loading of the cell with a press (Graseby
Specac 15011), the pressure inside the cell was locked. Pressure loading always occurred within a magne-
tically shielded room (ambient ﬁeld ~100 nT) at T0. Sample inside the pressure cell was then placed in a
270mT magnetic ﬁeld to acquire IRM (further referred to as IRM270mT) following the same procedure as
described in Demory et al. [2013]. The cell was then placed into freezer and kept at 243 K for about 10 h
before starting the remanence measurement. An isotherm box was used to prevent the cell from warming
during the transport from the freezer to the magnetometer, which took on average 5min (150m). The
magnetic moment of the sample under pressure was then measured using a 2G Enterprises SQUID mag-
netometer. This magnetometer allows for the measurement of magnetic moments up to 104 Am2 with a
practical background noise level of 1011 Am2. The protocol (including IRM acquisition step) was repeated
for each of subsequent pressure steps up to 1.38GPa and 1.61GPa during two independent runs of loading. We
also conducted in the same manner one cooling-warming cycle using empty pressure cell (with no sample)
at zero pressure; its IRM varies within 6–7% from IRM270mT at zero pressure for the full temperature range
(Figures 2 and S4).
Time was monitored continuously from the moment of pressure cell removal from the freezer. Delay
between two remanence measurements was ~2.0–2.5min. By replacing the sample by a thermocouple
in the cell, we constructed a temperature versus time model (see section 3.1 and Figure 1). The Morin
transition temperature TM was determined as the maximum in the ﬁrst derivative of remanence warming
curve (in accordance with Feinberg et al. [2015]). The TM value determined in this way at atmospheric
pressure is in accordance with Özdemir et al. [2008], who indicated TM ranging from 250 K to 261 K for
0.5–6mm hematite natural single crystals and from 257 K to 260 K for 45–600μm sieved crystal fractions.
In this work we did not aim to investigate the defect moment of hematite [Özdemir and Dunlop, 2006] nor
its pressure sensitivity. IRM acquisition curves (Figure S3b) in three perpendicular directions and a major
hysteresis loop (Figure S3a) were acquired using a Princeton Micromag VSM with maximum applied
magnetic ﬁeld of 1 T.
Figure 1. Temperature inside the teﬂon capsule of the pressure cell as a
function of time. Both measured (solid line) and modeled (dashed line)
temperatures are shown.
Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2015GL066306
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3. Experimental Results
3.1. Time-Temperature
Intercalibration
Warming of the cell in direct contact
with the laboratory atmosphere was
monitored using a thermocouple, which
was placed inside the teﬂon capsule of
the pressure cell in lieu of the sample,
and a chronometer. We ﬁt this time-
temperature data set with a simple
conductive warming model, using the
equation T= Tf+ (Ti Tf) eat, where Tf
is the ﬁnal temperature (room temp-
erature 295.4 K), Ti is the initial temp-
erature (245.2 K), t is the time, and a is
a coefﬁcient depending (among other
things) on the heat capacity of the
cell. The best ﬁt is obtained for
a= 8.0384 × 104 (Figure 1). In the fol-
lowing we use the calculated curve to
convert the measured time into tem-
perature. It appears that the model is
robust up to 288 K (actual difference
between the measurement and the
calculation at every t is ≤1 K).
3.2. Pressure-Temperature Intercalibration
Cooling the pressure cell with the sample down to 243 K resulted in a pressure decrease ΔPwithin the sample
chamber due to different thermal expansion coefﬁcients of the pressure cell bodymaterial (Russian alloy) and
liquid pressure medium (PES-1). ΔP was calculated as following under assumption of incompressibility of the
sample and neglecting teﬂon vessel:
ΔP ¼ ΔT
β
α 1þ Vs
VL
 
 α
 
(1)
whereΔT= T2 T1; T1 and T2 (in K) are T0 and a temperature from 243K to 293 K range, respectively; α and α* are
volume thermal expansion coefﬁcients (in 1/K) of PES-1 and Russian alloy, respectively; β is coefﬁcient of volume
compressibility of PES-1; VS is sample volume, and VL is PES-1 volume. α~8.5 · 10
4 1/K. α* for Russian alloy
is 31.5 · 106 1/K (T=293K) and 30.0 · 106 1/K (T=243K); it was calculated using the chemical composition
of Russian alloy (wt %: Ni57Cr40Al3) and linear thermal expansion coefﬁcients of Ni, Cr, and Al for different
temperatures [Grygoriev and Meilikhov, 1991] and under assumption of isotropy of NiCrAl. These calculated
values are in accordance with our experimental data on linear thermal expansion coefﬁcient for NiCrAl at
T=298K and two perpendicular directions: (10.94±0.05) · 106 1/K and (10.32± 0.05) · 106 1/K, respectively.
α*(T) was calculated based on equation expressing linear ﬁt between α*(293K) and α*(243K). β(P) for PES-1 was
supposed to be the same as for PES-2 liquidmedium at T=303K, which was taken from Kagramanyan [1984] for
0.23GPa, 0.46GPa, and up to 0.60GPa, the latter was further extrapolated to 1.61GPa, by assuming a saturation
effect. β =0.304GPa1 (for 0.23GPa), β =0.192GPa1 (for 0.46GPa), β =0.157GPa1 for T=303K, P∈ [0.6; 1.61]
GPa. It was also assumed that β does not change within the given temperature range [243K; 303K]. It is
important to mention that experimental data on β(P) for PES-2 and PES-3 are almost identical [Kagramanyan,
1984]. VS was calculated from sample’s dimensions, and VL was calculated from the cell’s geometry. In this work
VS ~VL /9.
Figure S1 displays pressure-temperature dependences for initial (room temperature) pressures P1 = 0.23 GPa,
P2 = 0.46 GPa, and P3 ∈ [0.6; 1.61] GPa. Maximum initial pressure of 1.61GPa is obtained at 293 K. All pressure
values for T< T0 in Figures 2, 3 and S2 were corrected for ΔP using data from Figure S1.
Figure 2. IRM recovery under pressure versus temperature measured
on warming. Pressure values, indicated next to each curve, are in GPa
and correspond to pressures at the Morin transition temperature. IRM
recovery values are normalized by IRM270mT at T0 and are presented
in percents. IRM recovery of empty cell is normalized by IRM270mT at
zero pressure.
Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2015GL066306
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3.3. Morin Transition Under Pressure
and Repeatability of Our Experiments
We conducted two independent pres-
sure runs with the following initial pres-
sure steps (in GPa): (ﬁrst run) 0, 0.46,
0.92, and 1.38 and (second run) 0.23,
0.69, 1.08, 1.22, and 1.61. IRM recovery
values (normalized by room temperature
IRM270mT) versus temperature under pre-
ssure are presented in Figure 2. Actual
pressure is dependent on temperature
and varies within the presented tempera-
ture range (Figure S1). Pressures indi-
cated in Figures 2 and S2 correspond to
P(TM) values.
Figure 2 conﬁrms that TM increases gra-
dually with increasing pressure, consis-
tent with previous studies (Table S1).
The Morin transition width extracted
from full width at half maximum of
the dIRM/dT is ≤6 K in all pressure
range. IRM is never completely reco-
vered after warming (Figure 2) due to
well-documented memory effect after
a cooling-warming cycle through TM
[Kletetschka and Wasilewski, 2002;
Özdemir and Dunlop, 2006]. The percen-
tage of IRM recovery with regard to initial
room temperature IRM270mT under pres-
sure (memory ratio) decreases with
increasing pressure (Figure 3b).
The repeatability of warming cycles was
tested for 0.14 GPa and 0.56GPa pres-
sures (Figure S2). As seen from repetitive
warming cycles of IRM versus tempera-
ture (Figure S2), the thermal experi-
ments are repeatable with a slight
difference of less than 2 K.
4. Discussion
Figure 3 displays the Morin transition
temperature TM (Figure 3a) and the per-
centage of IRM recovery after a cooling-
warming cycle with regard to IRM270mT
(Figure 3b) under hydrostatic pressure
up to 1.61GPa. The data are also sum-
marized in Table S2.
Pressure dependence of TM is mostly linear. TM reaches room temperature under hydrostatic pressure of
1.38–1.61 GPa, which is consistent with predictions of Searle [1967] and Allen [1973] and at odds with predic-
tions of Parise et al. [2006]. Indeed, in spite of hydrostatic conditions up to ~2.3GPa [Sidorov and Sadykov,
2005] Parise et al. [2006] did not observe the Morin transition under 1.5 GPa. This is most likely due to the
Figure 3. (a) The Morin transition temperature under pressure up to
1.61 GPa (this work) and up to 2.0 GPa (previous studies: [Worlton et al.,
1967; Goncharenko et al., 1995; Klotz et al., 2013]). Solid line corresponds
to linear regression for data points from both data sets (Runs 1 and 2)
with approximation conﬁdence R2 = 0.98 (y = ax + b, where a = 25.23 and
b = 254.37); gray dashed line corresponds to linear ﬁt for all data points
presented in Figure 3 of Klotz et al. [2013] up to 4 GPa pressure range
(only three data points from this ﬁgure are presented here); (b) percent
of recovered IRM (with regard to IRM270mT, imparted under pressure at
room temperature) versus hydrostatic pressure up to 1.61 GPa. Both
IRM and IRM270mT were corrected for IRM of empty cell (Figure S4).
Solid line corresponds to linear regression for data points from both
data sets (Runs 1 and 2) with approximation conﬁdence R2 = 0.83
(y = ax + b, where a =10.65 and b = 59.40).
Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2015GL066306
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uncertainly in TM determination. It may
also be related to the usage of a differ-
ent experimental technique and/or a
hematite sample with different grain
size (20–50 nm sized powder).
In the study of Goncharenko et al.
[1995], where the Morin transition was
not reached at T0 under 10 GPa, it is
likely due to nonhydrostatic environ-
ment. Indeed, Goncharenko et al.
[1995] did not use any pressure trans-
mitting medium at all, and it is known
that small areas of nonuniform stress
can make large changes in crystalline
anisotropy of parts of the sample
[Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997].
Our experimental data allow estimating
the pressure sensitivity of TM as 25
± 2 K/GPa (Figure 3a). This pressure
dependence is somewhat lower than
what was previously proposed for the
<0.6 GPa pressure range [Kawai and
Ono, 1966; Umebayashi et al., 1966;
Wayne and Anderson, 1967; Worlton
et al., 1967] but higher than what was
proposed for the >0.6GPa pressure
range [Worlton et al., 1967] (see Table S1).
Our TM pressure dependence is roughly consistent with the TM pressure dependence from Klotz et al. [2013];
moreover, Klotz et al. [2013] demonstrated that it holds as well for higher pressures up to 4GPa. We do not
observe any changes in pressure sensitivity of TM above 0.6GPa, in accordance with the results of Klotz et al.
[2013] and in sharp contradiction with previous authors (see Table S1 for references), which is likely to be due
to nonhydrostatic pressure conditions. Our conﬁrmation of linear trend of TM versus pressure and estimated
pressure dependence of TM are more robust and accurate with regard to previous works due to two reasons.
First, our experimental technique represents direct magnetic measurements performed using a high-sensitivity
magnetometer, and with our pressure cell, the pressure application uncertainty is only below 5%. Second, we
used a larger data set (nine data points versus two to three data points in previous works [Worlton et al.,
1967; Klotz et al., 2013]) for TM pressure sensitivity estimates in 0 to 1.61GPa range.
Data presented in Figure 3b allows quantifying the memory effect after a cooling-warming cycle and its
dependence on pressure via linear regression of all data points (Runs 1 and 2). Indeed, there is 59% of IRM
recovery (with regard to initial IRM270mT) observed after a cooling-warming cycle at ambient pressure.
Under pressure an extra loss of 10%/GPa is observed (Figure 3b). This does not represent the “classic” isother-
mal pressure demagnetization [Bezaeva et al., 2007, 2010] as the postcycle IRM was normalized to initial
IRM270mT imparted after pressurization.
It is important to mention that contrary to all previous authors (see Table S1), we used in our work a natural
hematite-bearing rock sample, which is more representative of crustal materials than synthetic powders of
hematite and provides a better point of comparison with natural conditions.
How does these results can help to understand the nature of crustal magnetism and planetary magnetic
anomalies? Knowing the behavior of hematite in different pressure-temperature conditions allows geolo-
gical mapping of magnetic anomalies of hematite-rich surfaces such as Bangui magnetic anomaly in
Central African Republic [Ouabego et al., 2013]. As shown here, TM reaches room temperature at
~1.5 GPa. The temperature in the Earth’s crust interiors is far above [250 K; T0] interval. This allows
assuming that hematite present in Earth’s crust is in its ferromagnetic state everywhere in the crust
Figure 4. Crustal depth versus temperature models for Mars (solid line) and
Earth (dashed line) (geothermal gradients dT/dD and surface temperatures
chosen for Mars and Earth are 6 K/km, 10 K/km, and 220 K as well as 20 K/km
and 285 K, respectively) compared to the Morin temperature depth
dependence (Mars and Earth cases are in solid line and dashed line,
respectively). The displaced Morin lines correspond to a 2 GPa isothermal
pressure increase. D is crustal depth.
Geophysical Research Letters 10.1002/2015GL066306
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where the corresponding temperature does not exceed hematite’s Curie temperature of 948 K [Dunlop
and Özdemir, 1997].
Let us now consider the case of Mars and Martian magnetic anomalies. The Martian crustal magnetization is
thought to be carried within a section of the crust up to 40–50 km thick [Langlais et al., 2004]. Figure 4
represents the P/T situation in normal present-day conditions at the equator within the Martian crust.
Depending on the chosen temperature gradient, the ﬁrst 3 to 5 km of the crust are below TM, i.e., should
have reduced remanence in case hematite is the carrier. Taking into account the pressure dependence
of TM increases this thickness by only 4 to 6%.
On the other hand, in case of a major hypervelocity impact, a transient pressure increase of several GPa can
affect the whole crust thickness on a planetary scale: indeed, Hood et al. [2003] estimate that a 2GPa pressure
threshold was exceeded up to 3000 km from the Hellas impact on Mars. Such pressure increases, resulting in
a 50 K increase of TM, will result in a farther 5 to 8 km of crust to temporarily pass below the Morin transition
(note that we neglect the shock wave temperature increase generated; at 2 GPa this increase is of a few
Kelvins only [e.g., Stöfﬂer et al., 1991]). This results in an additional demagnetization, with respect to the
usually considered pressure demagnetization effect [Bezaeva et al., 2007, 2010]. In case this situation occurs
in the presence of an ambient ﬁeld a remagnetization linked to cycling through TMmay also occur. Therefore,
this process seems signiﬁcant for the modeling of the impact demagnetization of the Martian crust in case of
hematite being the remanence-carrying mineral. In the case of the Earth (Figure 4) only the ﬁrst kilometers of
crust may be affected by the same process with a 2GPa pressure wave. Note that this effect may also affect
pressure demagnetization experiments conducted at room temperature for pressure above 1.5 GPa, possibly
explaining the peculiar sensitivity to pressure demagnetization observed for hematite-bearing rocks [Bezaeva
et al., 2010; Jiang et al., 2013]. However, one has to bear in mind nonhydrostatic (deviatoric) stress effects,
relevant for shock waves, that may severely affect the pressure sensitivity of the Morin transition, as observed
in the Verwey case [Coe et al., 2012]. Indeed, the propagation of shock waves during impact-cratering pro-
cesses produces high directional (uniaxial) stresses in shock-compressed materials, which remain in situ
(and not melted); at the same time areas around and below the center of an impact crater’s epicenter will
also experience short-lived high hydrostatic stresses [Pearce and Karson, 1981], which justiﬁes the analogy
of treating the passage of a shock wave in terms of an hydrostatic pressure approach. Our conclusions from
Figure 4 would remain, qualitatively, even if the actual pressure dependence of TM would be signiﬁcantly
different in the shock wave conditions with respect to the experimental conditions.
5. Conclusions
1. We characterized experimentally the Morin transition of natural MD hematite-bearing rock under hydro-
static pressure up to 1.61 GPa using a nonmagnetic high-pressure cell of piston-cylinder type and a SQUID
magnetometer for remanent magnetization measurements under pressure during zero-ﬁeld warming of
the cell with sample from 243 K to room temperature.
2. The ambient pressure cooling-warming cycle resulted in a 41% loss in IRM (with regard to IRM270mT).
Under pressure an extra loss of 10%/GPa is observed.
3. The Morin transition temperature TM, determined on warming, reaches room temperature under hydro-
static pressure 1.38–1.61GPa, consistent with theoretical predictions [Searle, 1967; Allen, 1973].
4. Pressure dependence of TM up to 1.61 GPa is linear and positive (approximation conﬁdence R
2 = 0.98),
dTM/dP= 25± 2 K/GPa. We did not observe any changes in the pressure sensitivity of TM above 0.6 GPa,
which is consistent with Klotz et al. [2013]. Linear trend of TM versus pressure in the 0 to 1.61 GPa pressure
range and dTM/dP value are conﬁrmed more robustly and accurately than in previous works due to a
much larger data set and the chosen method of direct magnetic measurements.
5. The determined pressure dependence implies that during a transient pressure increase due to shock, a
signiﬁcant proportion of the upper crust (especially in the Martian case) can pass through the Morin tran-
sition, leading to an extra demagnetization or remagnetization effect, not previously taken into account.
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